Trying to reach someone regarding Falmouth ave in Playa del rey. Specifically between cabora drive and W 83rd st.

We recently moved into a home on Calabar ave back in May of this year. our property along with many other homes along our street have a common property boundary with Falmouth ave.

3-4 evenings and late nights a week there is consecutive street racing. In addition to this, there is consistent gathering of young individuals partying (drugs, alcohol, loud noises)

The police department has been called on multiple locations. In conversations with officers, there is not a lot they can do as they are quite busy. Response times from Pacific division are between 2-3 hours.

What I am interested in is trying to find out if we can have speed bumps installed, and or if our neighborhood could potentially get approval to install them ourselves.

The folks racing on this street are endangering their lives, and pedestrians alike as well as children that live and play in this community.

this is an image of a motorcyclist and pedestrian either unconscious or dead on Falmouth ave in the block noted in the above map. This took place on Halloween night at around 7 pm while trick or treaters were out going house to house. We witnessed the crash from our back yard. Police officers from Pacific Division took our statements related to this incident.
would assume Pacific Division could also account for the numerous calls they have had related to this section of Falmouth ave.

I believe speed bumps would significantly reduce the street racing that takes place. As a result reduce the partying traffic and significantly increased safety for the community in this neighborhood.

Any input or guidance would be welcome. LADOT has a program for submitting applications for speed humps that does not open until January 29th. This continues to put people at risk.

Is there anything our community could do to advance progress on speed bump application?

Thank you

Tim
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